
 
Here are a few of many activities available:  

− Blue River: Simulate the movement of water 
through a watershed. Role play the effects of 
the water cycle on water quality between the 
natural and human constructed systems. 

− H2O Olympics: Compete in games to 
investigate the physical properties of water. 

− Incredible Journey: Role play the effects of  
the water cycle. 

− Invaders!: Participate in a game that  
simulates competition for habitat and 
resources while learning about aquatic 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY TOTES  

ACTIVITY EXAMPLES 

River Keepers educational activity totes are 
available for checkout for free! Activities 
can be modified to teach younger or older 
kids. 

 Anybody can lead these activities as the 
curriculum and supplies needed are included 
and easy to learn. 

 Learn more and check them out 
today: riverkeepers.org/projects-
activities/activity-tote-checkout/  
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− River Crime Lab: Become a detective and 
solve the crime of trash in the Red River. 

− Stream Sense: Explore natural areas, 
learning that there is more to nature than 
meets the eye. 

− The Life Box: Discover the four essential 
factors needed to sustain life.  

− Web of Life: Simulates a food web, students 
will take a close look at an ecosystem and 
discover the ways that plants and animals  
are connected to each other. 

− Would You Drink This Water: Can senses  
determine water quality? 

− Other activities available include topics on 
wetlands, fish identification, parts of a fish, 
knot tying, and trees.   
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